
STEP 7
CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

STEP 8
CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

STEP 9
APPLY THE MEGA-GLUE SIDE-CLIPS

STEP 10
APPLY THE MEGA-GLUE SIDE-CLIPS

STEP 11
FASTEN THE HORSERUNNERS

STEP 12
FASTEN THE HORSERUNNERS

Lift the hoof up and the push the Megasus Horserunners 
on from back to front. Make sure the middle marking 
on the toe and middle marking on the Megasus align.

Drive in the 6-10 MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips using the Mega-
HAMMER or a hammer and a drift by striking the orange 
stem of the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips until they are so far 
into the slot that the blue wings lie firmly on the hoof.

Apply all the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips firmly to the hoof 
and wrap an elastic band or use a plastic wrap roller 
to wrap the perimeter of the hoof and Side-Clips to 
keep them in place during gluing. The overhead area of 
the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips should be on the hoof, but 
not bound by the elastic band or plastic. This way, you 
will be able to fill the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips with glue. 
If using plastic wrap and it’s too high up on the hoof, 
simply push the plastic wrap down with your fingers.

Insert the MEGA-GLUE 2C-GLUE into a manual cartridge 
glue gun. Open the MEGA-GLUE cartridge and attach 
the mixing tip. To test the glue, squeeze out the first 
portion until the two glues have properly mixed.  Now 
the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips will be quickly filled with 
the Mega-Glue.

Because the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips, when being filled 
with glue, move away from the hoof, stick the mixing tip 
to the bottom end of the Side-Clips and carefully and 
evenly inject the glue into the Side-Clip, gradually filling 
in a zigzag motion until the Side-Clip is full. Immediately 
begin filling the next MEGA-GLUE Side-Clip.

Use the angle sander to
smooth any sharp edges.

In the back region of the Megasus Horserunners or the 
heel, sand the back end of the Megasus at an inward 
angle. The tracing should remain, but underneath, 
the sole should be shorter. That way, it will be more 
difficult for the horse to step on the back of the Megasus 
Horserunners and pull them off.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Clean the hoof with the isopropyl
alcohol and allow to air dry.1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

Check to see if the slots for 
the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips 
were cut. If yes, then the 
back end of the clips will 
also need to be adjusted
to fit the slots. Use the 
nippers and cut the end of 
the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips.

Now insert all the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips until 
the outer wings line up with the edge of sole.

If needed, insert
the stabilizer.

With the jigsaw,
cut 4mm away from
where you traced 
the hoof on the 
Megasus Horserunners 
(or on the dashed 
line).

6.

5.

LABEL YOUR 
MEGASUS

Optional step: insert 
the studs or spikes.

It is recommended to alternate driving 
the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips in to help 
avoid any unevenness. 

WARNING: If the MEGA-
Glue runs out on the 
side or up top, immedi-
ately wipe it away with 
your finger – please 
wear hand gloves! 

Name of the horse 
and the hoof (right, 
left, front, back)

STUDS
OR SPIKE

45°

Now place the hoof on the hoof stand to make the final 
touches to the sole. Sand down the orange overhang on 
the Side-Clips or any sharp edges with the hoof rasp.  
Make sure not to damage the upper part of the Side-
Clips when rasping.

2.

WARNING: The MEGA-GLUE hardens quickly, only 
needing about 30-45 seconds to dry. You may need to 
pre-warm your MEGA-GLUE cartridge: the warmer the 
glue, the more fluid it will be and will harden quicker. 
In the cold, the glue must be pre-warmed in a heating 
pocket or something similar. 

PLASTIC
WRAP

Please 
thoroughly 
clean the hoof.

CLOTH

WARNING: from this point on, you 
should not touch the hoof wall!

MEGA-GLUE
SYSTEM

INSTRUCTIONS
MOUNTING

Please view our mounting videos!
www.horserunners.com

MEGA
GLUE

For the next hoof, please
use a new mixing tip. 

INFO



The set of 2 contains 2 MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS
and all the necessary components for the

MEGA-GLUE SYSTEM.

Clean the hooves
with the wire brush.

Abrade the hoof
wall with the hoof 
buffer or with 
sandpaper.

Rasp the hoof 
edges at a right
angle, 7 millimeters
to the ground.

STEP 1
CHECKING THE CONTENT

STEP 2
CHECKING THE CONTENT

STEP 3
PREPARE YOUR SURROUNDINGS

STEP 4
PREPARE THE HOOF

STEP 5
CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

STEP 6
CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

Drive both front 2 MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips
into the adjustment slots on the toe with
the hammer or MEGA-HAMMER.

CAUTION: Only insert them as far as the wings 
of the MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips are in line with 
the outer edge of the sole. 

Lift the hoof up and place the Megasus Horserunners 
with the front MEGA-GLUE Side-Clips on the toe so 
that the middle marking on the toe matches the middle 
marking on the Megasus sole, between the two MEGA-
GLUE Side-Clips.

Make sure to also keep the rear of the hoof centered 
on the Megasus and use the permanent marker to trace 
the outline of the horse’s hoof on the Megasus sole, also 
marking the length in the back of the Megasus so that 
you know how much the Megasus needs to be shortened.

Lift the hoof up and with a 
permanent marker, mark on 
the toe where the center 
of the hoof is and mark the 
middle point on the toe of 
the Megasus sole. 

1.
1.

3.

4.

2.

2.

3.

HOOF OUTLINE

CUTTING LINE (4  mm outside hoof outline)

The imaginary line
from the middle of
the frog to the toe.

Now that you have the hoof shape traced on the 
Megasus Horserunners, draw a separate dashed line 
around the first marking with permanent marker, 
about 4 mm outside. The dashed line is where you will 
cut the Megasus Horserunners with the jigsaw.

i

3. NIPPERS

7. JIGSAW

9. PLASTIC WRAP

5. HAMMER WITH A DRIFT  
    OR SPECIAL PURPOSED
    MEGA-HAMMER

2. RASP

4. PERMANENT MARKER

8. ANGLE GRINDER

1. WIRE BRUSH

10. HOT AIR GUN

6. HOOF BUFFER
    OR SANDPAPER

YOUR ABILITIES!

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT!
Use a trash bin, broom or vacuum cleaner.

1.

DRY, CLEAN AND GREASE FREE!
The hooves must be dry and grease free
(for a minimum of 14 days). No hoof grease
or oil, finger prints, fly spray or anything similar

To customize the Megasus Horserunners, you will
need to use a variety of machines/tools to do so.  

3.

4.

It is better to cut less than too much.
What‘s been cut away can‘t be reapplied.

WHAT’S BEEN CUT AWAY CAN’T BE REAPPLIED!2.

PLEASE NOTE

COMPACT 
SURFACE

DRY HOOFAS CLEAN AS 
POSSIBLE

CLEAN HOOF1.

2.

3.

4.

HAND 
GLOVES

HOT AIR GUN
For temperatures
below 15 °C    59°F

TEMPERATURE
15 - 25 °C      59 - 77 °F    

MOUNTING IS NOT POSSIBLE

 GREASY 
HOOVES

wait at least 14 days
and degrease the hooves
(Isopropylalcohol)

allow the hooves to 
sit in a dry area and 
use a hot air dryer 
(intermittently let the
hoof cool and brush)

WET/MOIST
HOOVES

HOOVES MUST BE CLEAN,
DRY, AND DECREASED*!
*FOR A MINIMUM OF 14 DAYS 

*

MEGA-GLUE
2 COMPONENT GLUE1

8 MIXING
TIPS

2X50 ML MEGA-GLUE
UP TO SIZE 160 

3X50 ML MEGA-GLUE
FOR SIZES 180 & 200


